Simple Choices for Comprehensive Coverage
Choose the plan and options that work best for you. You’ll find we offer comprehensive and competitive protection – backed by an impressive customer satisfaction rate.

Trade Call Fee Guarantee
It’s the most customer friendly guarantee in the business because you’ll never be stuck with a service fee unless we actually perform or pay for the repair — a concept our competitors don’t understand.

Extended Advice
Another industry exclusive; complimentary help managing your home plus direct access to our home inspection and product experts — even on things not covered by your warranty.

Special Features:

Professional Grade Option - When a property has high-end appliances, our Professional Grade Option will provide up to TWO times the normal coverage offered by most warranty companies. Plus, we’ll provide a Concierge Representative that is trained in the sourcing, purchasing, and installation of high-end appliances — all of which saves time, money and headaches.

Investor/Property Management Option - Keeping track of multiple properties can be challenging, but our no-charge Investor Option will let you breathe easier and let you focus on keeping your properties leased. Benefits include Concierge Service, consolidated activity reports, volume discounts on renewals, and special Tenant Property Inspections.

Salt Water Pool Option - Eco-friendly and easy on the eyes. Salt Water Pools are less harsh than standard chlorine pools, but they can be expensive if something goes wrong. Consider adding our Salt Water Pool Option when appropriate — our coverage limits exceeds most other warranties by more than 30%.

Green Option - When systems fail, upgrade the smart way! Replace with ENERGY STAR models including tankless water heaters. Enjoy 90% (or better) rated efficiency models for Heating System replacements. Even our contracts and transactions are paperless (where permitted by law).